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Dear         (Teacher’s name)                 ,

Thank you for doing such a     (adjective)  

job with       (Child’s name)       this year! I 

appreciate all of the        (noun)       and  

       (noun)       you put into each day. 

  (He/She)   has really          (verb)         in 

   (subject area)     this year, and I know that 

is because              (reason)                      . I feel 

very      (adjective)     that you are    (his/her) 

teacher this year!

Sincerely,

                  (Your name)

TO TEACHER FROM PARENT:
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          (Teacher’s name)            is the 

   (adjective)    teacher in the world.   

 (He/She)  is    (adjective)     and 

   (adjective)    .    (Teacher’s name)     makes 

learning    (adjective)    , especially in

     (subject)       . School is    (adjective)    , 

because of  (him/her)  !

Sincerely,

               (Your Name)

TO TEACHER FROM CHILD:
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Once upon a time, there was a      (adjective)       teacher 

named     (Queen/King)                        (Teacher’s Name)        , who not only 

ruled the land, but taught all of the children in the 

Kingdom of          (silly name)            . The children loved  

coming to school every day because of the      (adjective) 

things   (he/she)   taught them. Some days they would  

(imagine some crazy activity you wish you could do at school, like feed dragons)  

and other days they would        (think of one more crazy activity)                            

                 . The Kingdom of         (silly name)               was very 

lucky indeed to have such a        (adjective)       and    

       (adjective)       teacher! 

SILLY STORY, FROM CHILD:


